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Abstract:  This article aims  to explore the pedagogical  role of comics for pioneers in
socialist Romania. To achieve this, I identified and analysed representations of space, of
people and their activities in a serial comic titled  Vacanţele  unui tânăr liniştit [A Peaceful
Young Man’s Holidays], from  Cutezătorii [The Daring Ones] magazine.  The objectives  are
then to research the production of iconic places and of model characters in these comics
and to reach conclusions concerning the construction or production of space and subjects
that fit  the ideological  discourse of socialist and communist Romania.  I use visual and
discourse analysis to show how the narratives of comics fit into the metanarrative of the
regime,  constructing territorial  identities,  and imagined communities. My conclusion is
that  the  discourse  of  these  comics  produces  ideological  representations  of  space  and
people. 
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1. Introduction
In this article,  I briefly analyse the way a totalitarian regime employs mass-
media  and  a  certain  form of  mass  culture  for  children  to  manipulate  and
control their readings of the contemporary world. These readings are meant to
uncover  the  perfect  socialist  society.  Through  investing  in  the  ideological
education of the future generations of communist working people, the political
regime secures its political power. 
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Thus, in this article, I analyse and interpret the representations produced within
socialist  Romania  by  comics  for  Communist  pioneers.  This  article  brings
insights  into  the  visual  culture  created  for  Romanian  children  by  comics
published in Cutezătorii [The Daring Ones] magazine1. Comics may be provided
with multi-layered interpretations, but due to the influence of propaganda on
the  official  mass-media  (cf.  Morar-Vulcu  2007),  a  certain  interpretation
becomes hegemonic.

I research comics for pioneers, enquiring how territorial identities were
constructed  and  used  to  enable  the  appearance  of  place-attachment  and
transfer of values to children during socialist Romania (1948-1989). I argue that
children’s visuality was educated through visual and textual representations of
space  and  people,  so  that  they  interpret  the  socialist  society  correctly,  as
proposed by the propaganda of the Romanian Communist Party. Thus, also
the basis for children’s political identities was to be built.

My hypothesis is that the narratives of comics fit into the metanarrative
of  the  regime  (i.e.  the  official  discourse  on  past  and  present  realities).
Therefore, there are two concepts that underlie my theoretical approach and
the methodology used:  discourse and  intertextuality. According to Rose,  discourse
“refers to groups of statements that structure the way a thing is thought, and
the way we act based on that thinking. In other words, discourse is a particular
knowledge about the world which shapes how the world is understood and
how things are done in it” (Rose 2014:  190).  Considering this  definition,  I
argue that the official discourse used images to construct accounts and versions
of the Romanian socialist society as a successful political, economic, social, and
cultural  project.  In this  framework,  the concept of  intertextuality  is  useful  to
understand  and  underline  that  texts  are  connected  to  other  texts  and  that
discourses appear because of this interaction: “intertextuality refers to the way
that the meanings of any one discursive image or text depend not only on that
one text or image, but also on the meanings carried by other images and texts”
(Rose 2014:  191).  In addition,  studying related visual  media creating similar
discourses is illuminating to the interpretation of specific representations (cf.
Ilovan  2020b),  such  as  those  in  comics.  Moreover,  the  audience’s  reading
practices of comics were influenced by this intertextuality, for instance when
other texts were creating the ideological context: propaganda texts in Cutezătorii
magazine (CNOP21967-1989), in  The Pioneer’s Guide  (CNOP 1985), in school

1 The title Cutezătorii, in Romanian, will be used further on in this article.
2Consiliul Naţional al Organizaţiei Pionierilor [National Council of the Pioneers’ Organisation].
The acronym CNOP will be used for citing in this article.
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textbooks  underlining  the  same  messages  (cf.  Ilovan,  Bagoly-Simó  and
Herbstritt 2018), etc.

The aim of this article is to explore the pedagogical role of comics for
pioneers in socialist Romania. This aim is achieved by identifying and analysing
representations of space and of people and their activities in a serial  comic
titled  Vacanţele  unui  tânăr  liniştit [A  Peaceful  Young  Man’s  Holidays].  The
objectives  are then to research the production of iconic places  and of  model
characters  in  these  comics  and  to  reach  conclusions  concerning  the
construction  or  production  of  space  and  subjects  that  fit  the  ideological
discourse of socialist and communist Romania. Such a study is relevant today,
in a post-socialist Romanian society, since representations and education are
transmitted through generations and impact  development at  the community
and  individual  level,  as  well  as  the  construction  of  territorial  identities,
collective  sensibilities,  and  people’s  place-attachment  (cf.  Anderson  1991;
Holom 2008;  Ilovan,  Bagoly-Simó and  Herbstritt  2018;  Ilovan  and  Maroşi
2018).

Another  reason  for  choosing  to  work  with  comics  is  that  comic
semiotic research argued that comics, as cultural products, and processes, are
profoundly  spatial  (Dittmer  2010).  Therefore,  I  considered  comics  a  rich
source  for  researching  the  territorial  identities  of  Romania,  as  these  were
constructed during the socialist period. The representations circulated by the
mass culture and by the mass-media of the period contributed to educating
Romanian children’s visuality concerning the features of their country and may
still  influence present  representations  and understandings of  geography and
history, of places, people, events and of the cultural geographies of Romania.
Moreover, recovering childhood during communism in a positive manner has
begun to emerge in scientific  and journalistic  contributions  of  the last  two
decades (Diac 2009; Georgescu 2019; Meseşan 2018; Mihalcea 2009).
Taking into account the above key ideas, I started my research on the cultural
geographies  of  comics  for  communist  pioneers  of  Romania  by  asking
questions such as the following: In what do the propaganda contents consist?
What  are  the  ideological  messages?  What  are  the  elements  whose
representation  is  repeated  in  these  comics?  What  are  the  heritage  items  or
valuable assets  (i.e.  places,  objects,  intangible values)  that  pioneers  or other
main  characters  in  these  comics  interact  with  and  why,  to  what  purpose?
Through  what  representations  is  children’s  attachment  to  heritage  and  to
contemporary  territory  and society  established?  This  article  aims  to  answer
these questions and other related ones.
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2. State of the art
Studies on the population of Romania developed exponentially during the last
three  decades,  significant  contributions  coming  from  the  perspective  of
demography (cf.  Bolovan 2018; Rotariu, Dumănescu and Hărăguş  2017). In
this context,  research on childhood appeared as an innovative development,
either  focusing on the demographical  aspects  (i.e.  in  the 19th and early  20th

centuries,  cf.  Dumănescu 2006),  on the  historical  ones (for  the communist
period, cf. Dumănescu 2015 and Preda 2014; and for a collection of studies on
the theme of childhood, from the 17th c. to the 20th c., cf. Roman 2015) or on
the social and cultural history of childhood in socialist Romania (Georgescu
2015).

Having  representations  created  for  children  and  of  children  and
childhood at its core, this research is based on the theory of representations,
defining these as power-imbued cultural products of the society (Hall 1977b)
that  inform  how  we  “read”  and  understand  our  living  environment  (Hall
1977a). Representations are produced within a multitude of sources and comics
are just only one of these that attracted geographers’ attention starting with the
1980s  (cf.  Eisner  1985).  In  Romania,  after  1990,  attention  to  the  comics
created in this country took the form of books exploring the evolution of the
genre and of the circumstances of its development (cf. Niţă 1992, 2001; Niţă
and Ciubotariu  2010;  Tomuleţ  and Niţă  2004).  Then,  beginning with 2010,
research  on  Romanian  comics  emerges  on  topics  such  as  its  modern
mythologies,  its  symbols and messages as modelled by fantasy,  politics,  and
science-fiction (cf. Teampău 2010, 2012, 2014, 2015). Various historical events
are  represented  in  comics  and  decoded  with  a  special  attention  paid  to
propaganda and socialism (Haţegan 2016,  2017;  Precup 2015).  My research
contributes  to  the  academic  literature  on  decoding  comics  through  the
representations they create.

3. Decoding the image. Methodology
The research material is made of a series of comics featuring pioneers, published
in  Cutezătorii  magazine  (CNOP  1967-1989).  This  magazine  for  children
appeared  during  socialism  in  Romania,  from  1967  to  1989.  Out  of  these
comics, there was a series I considered in particular as historical documentary
material (cf. Magnussen 2016) featured in the pages of this magazine between
1968 and 1974 (Table 1). Pioneers are both characters in these comics and their
readers  (the  main  audience  of  the  magazine).  Besides  these,  my  research
material included propaganda texts in  Cutezătorii magazine and in the Pioneer’s
Guide (CNOP 1985).
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There are eight missions that Dim Dunăreanu, the main character, takes up to
be part of the famous Cutezătorii Club. Episode 9, Heroic Ballad, features also a
team of pioneers (i.e. treasure hunters). This last comics with Dim Dunăreanu
from the socialist period is an unofficial mission, as he did not have to report it
to  the  director  of  Cutezătorii  Club.  On  this  occasion,  he  is  seen  helping
pioneers and defending the Dacian heritage of Romania.

Table 1. The comics Vacanţele unui tânăr liniştit [A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays]
in Cutezătorii, 1968-1974

Publication
year

Episodes and authors

1968 episode  1  (no.  5-no.  10/1968)  –  5  p.,  script  Alexandru  Bogdan,
drawings Vasile Baciu; The action takes place mainly in the Vrancea
Mountains
episode 2 (no.  28-no.  35/1968)  – 8 p.,  s.  Ion Corneliu,  d.  Vasile
Baciu; The action takes place in the Indian Ocean
episode 3 (no. 36-no. 45/1968) – 10 p., s. Costache Anton, d. Vasile
Baciu; The action takes place mainly in the Retezat Mountains
episode  4  (no.  48/1968-no.  8/1969)  –  12  p.,  s.  Ovidiu  Zotta,  d.
Vasiel Baciu/Puiu Manu; The action takes place in a Minitehnicus
camp

1969 episode  5 (no.  10-no.  14/1969)  –  7  p.,  s.  Aureliu  Weiss,  d.  Puiu
Manu; The action takes place in Vârşa de Jos commune (rural area); 
episode  6  (no.  27-no.  32/1969,  Manuscrisul  pierdut [The  Lost
Manuscript])  –  12 p.,  s.  Alexandru  Bogdan,  d.  Vasile  Baciu/Puiu
Manu; The action takes place mainly in the Black Sea

1970 episode 7 (no. 27-no. 40/1970) – 14 p., s. Constantin Diaconu, d.
Puiu  Manu;  The  action  takes  place  during  a  Cutezătorii
Expedition in the Apuseni Mountains
episode 8 (no. 28-no. 31/1971, Efectul “G” [The “G” Effect]) – 5
p.,  s.  Alexandru Bogdan, d. Puiu Manu; The action takes place
during a Minitehnicus exhibition and after

1974 episode 9 (no. 25-no. 40/1974, Baladă eroică [Heroic Ballad]) –16 p., s.
Octav Pancu-Iaşi, d. Puiu Manu; The action takes place around Lake
Snagov, part of a complex nature reserve, about 30 km distance from
Bucharest

Source: own elaboration
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Data analysis and interpretation entailed the use of visual methods involving the
analysis of visual representations in comics as well as discourse analysis for the
word-text.  Comics  are  a  hybrid  of  visual  and textual  form,  able  to  engage
readers into plurivectorial narrations (Dittmer 2010). In comics, drawings are
culturally encoded images. The production of meaning is realized by looking at
the images and reading the related text. So, meaning production requires two
processes:  reading  the  image-text  and  reading  the  word-text.  However,  the
visual  component  has  the  key  role  in  creating  the  core  of  the  official  (i.e.
propaganda) discourse. 

Comics are a “fundamentally visual phenomenon” (Dittmer 2010: 226).
Although image-text may seem easy to decode, the accompanying word-text
was illuminating in this process. In fact, many times, image-texts had the role
of  augmenting  the  word-text  messages,  of  illustrating  them.  However,  a
conclusion could be that these two types of text were supporting each other in
the  making  of  the  intended  messages  (ideas  and  values)  clearer  to  the
anticipated readership.

I  paid  attention  to  the  visual,  spatial,  and  temporal  elements
incorporated  into  the  comics  as  produced  through  their  representational
conventions. Comics bring the visible and written messages in the same “text”,
focused on a presentation of events that make the story. They are composed
through  sequences  of  represented  moments  from a  story.  Representational
conventions of space, time, characters produce their complex understandings.
In addition, the audience has the role in producing meaning. Therefore, comics
are  never  quite  ended  stories,  as  they  are  brought  to  life  and  performed
through each new reading (Dittmer 2014; Peterle 2015). 

To  sum  up,  I  familiarized  myself  with  the  visual  material,  then  I
identified key themes, places, characters, objects, etc. based on signs (made of
the signified and signifier and the relation to the referent; cf. de Saussure 1986)
in the images. Finally, I identified the relationships among these, and between
these  and  the  accompanying  word-text  and  general  geohistorical  context.  I
analysed the comics using three elements: space (visual geographies), time (time
geographies) and characters (the construction of their identity – personal and
as parts of a collectivity or community). For other propaganda material besides
comics, I used discourse analysis. The theoretical perspectives I use are those
of Cultural Studies and of Geography (cf. Ilovan 2020a; Rose 2014).

For the relevance of my analysis, I think it is significant that I am part
of the Romanian culture when selecting and interpreting  the texts  of these
comics. Also, the fact that I was myself a communist pioneer during socialist
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Romania can inform my critical analysis, while being aware of the subjectivity
that the researcher’s background can induce to any research (Rose 2014).

4. Comics for children in Romania. Brief introduction
Amicul copiilor [Children’s Friend] was the first children’s magazine published in
Romania, between 1891 and 1895, by a writer (B.P. Haşdeu). It had no comics.
The  first  magazine  to  publish  comics  in  Romania  was  Revista  Copiilor  şi  a
Tinerimei [The Magazine of Children and the Young], edited between 1913 and
1925,  under  the  title  “humorous  pages”,  with  foreign  (probably  American)
translated comics (Tomuleţ and Niţă 2004: 35). 

Niţă and Ciubotariu (2010) connect the political regimes of Romania to
the influences they identified in the creation of comics and consider that three
periods can be characterised as such: The Golden Age (1891–1947), Socialism
and comics (1948–1989), and the period after 1990 (Niţă and Ciubotariu 2010:
11).  The same authors  distinguish  among several  periods  in  the ideological
influence on publications for children, during the Romanian communist period
(1947-1989). These are the following: (a) April 1947 – April 1953 – marked by
the appearance of three magazines:  Licurici  [Firefly],  Pogonici [Little Child] and
Pionierul [The Pioneer]; (b) March 1953 – 1967 – a period whose beginning was
marked by Stalin’s death, with the appearance of the same magazines, with the
same contents and ideological stake, under different names: Cravata Roşie [Red
Tie], Luminiţa [Little Light] and Scînteia Pionierului [Pioneer’s Spark]; (c) 1967 –
1979 – this period is marked by changes implemented by Nicolae Ceauşescu
himself,  after  Gh.  Gheorghiu-Dej,  who  died  in  1965.  Cutezătorii,  a  weekly
magazine,  replaced  Cravata  Roşie [Red  Tie]  and  Scînteia  Pionierului [Pioneer’s
Spark] starting with October 1967; (d) 1980-1989 – the last change took place
in  1980,  when  Arici  Pogonici [Little  Hedgehog]  is  replaced  by  Şoimii  Patriei
[Homeland’s  Falcons].  During this  last  decade  of  the communist  regime in
Romania, comics appeared not only in magazines, but also in almanacs and
other occasional publications intended to support financially a series of cultural
institutions (Niţă and Ciubotariu 2010).

5. Comics with pioneers in Cutezătorii magazine. An overview
The weekly magazine  Cutezătorii starts to be published on the 1st of October
1967, replacing the former ideological magazines Cravata Roşie [Red Tie] and
Scînteia Pionierului [Pioneer’s Spark],  organs of the Central Committee of the
Working Youth Union (Niţă and Ciubotariu 2010: 60, 64). Cutezătorii was part
of the official mass-media, published by the National Council of the Pioneers’
Organisation. After 1966, the Pioneers’ Organisation was subordinated directly
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to the Romanian Communist Party (Tabără 2011: 96). However, through the
published  comics,  it  hosted  “dreams  on  paper”  for  children  (Niţă  and
Ciubotariu 2010: 157). Therefore, it was a means of ideological propaganda,
but also an escape  from the  everyday  life  for  the young readers  (Niţă  and
Ciubotariu 2010: 156). 

The editors of Cutezătorii magazine introduce what a student says about
the new magazine, using the metaphor of the journey for personal fulfilment
and societal development: 

“Each of you dreams to be as useful as possible to your homeland in your field
of work, to open, full of courage, new production paths, in science and arts. We
would like our magazine to be a school of courage, of phantasy, whose pages to
accompany us on our road to the future” (my translation, no. 1/1967).

The declared aims of this magazine for children was to get them familiarized
with the new socialist society, to train them for collective actions and as good
citizens:

“to lure the young readers with the benefactions of the new regime, to rewrite
the recent history or the farthest one of our people and to motivate less studious
students  through  the  example  of  a  whole  gallery  of  negative  characters,
unworthy of the pioneer’s red tie” (my translation, Niţă and Ciubotariu
2010: 11). 

Various comics are published in Cutezătorii magazine, such as historical, science
fiction,  socialist  work  and  development  or  “reality”  comics,  inspired  by
contemporary socialist Romania (for the last one, see Ilovan 2021). Inspired by
socialist realities are the comics featuring pioneers, published during the entire
appearance of this magazine. Such comics are Flori printre flori [Flowers among
Flowers]  (1972)  anticipating  the  series  of  comics  with  true  deeds  of  the
Romanian pioneers. In Codlea (Braşov County),  children (pioneers) and old
people  help saving the  flowers  from school’s  greenhouses,  during  a  winter
storm: “The flowers had been saved. The pioneers were proud of their deed”
(no. 1/1972).  Cutezătorii printre noi  [The Daring among Us] (1975) is a comics
series that appears sporadically throughout the magazine. In no. 5/1975 we are
informed  that  their  stories  happened  in  reality,  with  authentic  facts  and
characters,  based  on  pioneers’  heroic  deeds.  Another  example  is  Florile
Carpaţilor  [The  Flowers  of  the  Carpathians] (34/1977).  It  features  a  team
participating at Cutezătorii Expeditions in the Apuseni Mountains. The comics
of the 1980 and 1981 are dedicated to pioneers’ lives: Cutezătorii printre noi [The
Daring among Us]  (48, 49, 50/1980),  Fapte de cutezători  [Deeds of the Daring
Ones] (51, 52/1980, 3/1981), Fapte de cutezanţă  [Courageous Deeds], etc. 1985
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includes  other  series  of  comics  with  pioneers  and  their  heroic  deeds:
Detaşamentul curajoşilor [The Team of the Courageous Ones] (25, 26, 27/1985)
and  Galeria cutezătorilor [The Gallery of the Daring Ones] (30-40/1985). The
following years witness the publication of the Cutezătorii Expeditions comics (5-
12/1987). In many of these, the pioneers are represented wearing their red ties.
They  help  to  construct  the  socialist  society.  They  also  repair  the  damage
inflicted by fascists or save heritage even years later from the destruction or
theft intended by fascists or their family.  These tenacious pioneers discover
and  dismantle  networks  of  villains  are  during  dangerous  and  courageous
actions.

The comics are a form of artistic expression and,  at  the same time,
comics were recognized as subtle tools of ideological propaganda (Niţă  and
Ciubotariu 2010). Political intrusion marked its evolution in a profound and
painful way (Niţă and Ciubotariu 2010). Socialist realism left its imprint on this
artistic product putting it at work for the creation of the New Society and of
the New Man under the direct guidance of the Romanian Communist Party.
Knowing  the  criteria  for  awarding  the  main  distinctions  offered  by  the
Pioneers’ Organisation, one discovers that the activities portrayed in comics
with pioneers reflect achieving those criteria. For instance, for pioneers to be
awarded the title Cutezătorul [The Daring One], the criteria were the following:
“services brought to the defence and security of the homeland; saving human
lives; contributions to the defence of personal and collective goods (prevention
and damping of burnings, saving material goods during floods or other natural
calamities,  identifying  and  exposing  malefactors,  contributions  to
archaeological  discoveries,  etc.);  preventing  serious  road  accidents”  (Tabără
2011: 104). The title  Cutezătorul,  created in 1968, was the highest distinction
that pioneers could be awarded (Tabără 2011: 98).
More about the influence of communist ideology and propaganda in Cutezătorii
magazine will be presented in the next part.

6. Communist Ideology and Propaganda in Cutezătorii Magazine
Ideology is  defined as  “knowledge  that  is  constructed  in  such a  way as  to
legitimate  unequal  social  power  relations”  (Rose  2014:  106)  or  as  “the
knowledge  that  legitimates  the  social  position  of  dominant  groups”  (Rose
2014: 107). Communist ideology and rhetoric are to be identified in comics.
The  official  historical  discourse  is  transmitted  through  school  textbooks
(Mârza 2015: 1047), as the school system contributed to the distribution of
other propaganda sources (besides textbooks), such as magazines for children.
Therefore,  their  contents  were  also  part  of  the  official  discourse.  This
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presenting, informing, and interpreting of the historical realities influenced in a
decisive  manner  our  present  world  (Mârza  2015:  1049).  Falsification  of
Romanian history under the influence of propaganda (Mârza 2015) and the
modelling of Romanians’ consciousness was realised through overrepresenting,
misrepresenting  or  not  representing  historical  events  (Verdery  1991).
Ideological and economic subordination to USSR was refuted by Ceauşescu
after 1968, when he condemned publicly the invasion of Czechoslovakia by the
Soviet  troops  (Mărginean  2019:  8).  The  historical  discourse  changes  in
Romania according to the evolution of relations between Romania and USSR,
with a spectacular metamorphosis between 1958 and 1964 (Mârza 2015: 1046).
Cutezătorii magazine  is  published  between  1967  and  1989  and overlaps  the
national-communist  period,  defined as  “an interesting  mixture  of  Marxism-
Leninism, Stalinism, and nationalism, each of these elements having a variable
weight,  according  to  the  political  and  ideological  trends  of  the  moment”
(Mârza 2015: 1047).  Concerning education, the focus of the regime was on
“the activity of communist, patriotic, revolutionary and multilateral education
of pioneers, school children, and homeland’s falcons” (Tabără 2011: 103).

Communists are defined by their work and overall lives. Their gratitude
and love towards the Romanian Communist Party and Nicolae Ceauşescu is to
be measured through work deeds above all (CNOP 1985: 9). Referring to the
mass-media  and  propaganda  activity,  the  political  regime  underlines  that
pioneers  should assess  and improve visual  propaganda in their  schools  and
become involved in the political-ideological  education (CNOP 1985: 72, 76,
84).  In  addition,  fieldtrips  to  learn  about  “the  socialist  present”  and  “the
working people’s achievements” are encouraged (CNOP 1985: 84). Learning
new information and fortifying their will and character are advocated for. In
Cutezătorii magazine,  a  big  contest  is  featured  from  the  beginning,  titled:
“Comorile Patriei [Country’s Treasures]”, a search for the great spiritual and
material treasures of our people. These two are to be answered to also in the
created  comics  (Cutezătorii,  no.  1/1967,  p.  2).  Like  in  the  content  of  The
Pioneer’s Guide (CNOP 1985), the focus is on the glorious/beautiful homeland,
due to its rich land, and heroic and industrious people.

Competitions realised in reality,  such as Cutezătorii  Expeditions and
Minitehnicus Contests are reflected in comics, summarising the main topics of
Communist  propaganda.  “Cutezătorii  Expeditions,  the school  for homeland
love.  [Participants]  will  have  precise  tasks,  according  to  the  aim  of  the
expedition, their propensities and preferences (geographer, historian, geologist,
folklorist,  ethnographer,  etc.)” (my transl.,  CNOP 1985: 65).  The Cutezătorii
Expeditions were launched in 1969 by the National Council of the Pioneers’
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Organisation  and  Cutezătorii magazine.  This  turned  into  a  national
phenomenon due to  the  thousands  of  participants  increasing  each summer
(Meseşan 2018). The Cutezătorii Expeditions proposed patriotism tourism for
pioneers,  with  an  ideological  framework  of  nationalism,  communism,  and
socialism:

“Cutezătorii Expeditions took place under the aegis of the National Pioneers’
Organisation, and besides trips to the mountains, in search for ethnographic or
other types of treasures, besides the camping and survival techniques that they
learnt, in the regulations of these expeditions there were stipulated meetings of
pioneers,  where  they  declaimed  and  sang  various  lines  about  the  comrade
Nicolae Ceauşescu, about the homeland and the Party” (Mihalcea 2009).

Then, the presentation of the yearly school contest below also reflects the topic
distribution in the corpus of comics in Cutezătorii magazine:
“Action-contest:  Romanian  homeland  –  country  of  heroes.  Its  aim  is  to
develop pioneers’  and pupils’  love and devotion for  the homeland,  for the
Party and for the people, of respect towards the people’s glorious fight and
work traditions, towards the working people’s achievements, realised under the
Party’s  leadership.  The  contest  action  is  organised  each  school  year:  all
pioneers’  units  and  within  each  unit  as  many  pioneers  as  possible  will
participate at it” (my transl., CNOP 1985: 57). 

The normative love in The Pioneer’s Guide (CNOP 1985: 38-39, 62-63) is
evoked also by propaganda texts in Cutezătorii magazine. Published texts in this
magazine  are  useful  for  the  pioneers’  education  as  members  of  their
organization,  such as:  Regulamentul  expediţiilor  Cutezătorii  [The  Regulations  of
Cutezătorii  Expeditions]  (no.  13/1970),  Expediţiile  Cutezătorii  [Cutezătorii
Expeditions]  (no.  23/1975),  Expediţiile  Cutezătorii,  şcoala  iubirii  de  patrie
[Cutezătorii  Expeditions,  school  for  the  love  of  homeland]  (no.  50/1988).
Cutezătorii published propaganda texts,  such as  Să  trăieşti  şi  să  munceşti  ca  un
comunist [To live and work in a communist manner] (no. 27/1986), and Patria,
Partidul, Poporul - valori fundamentale ale idealului nostru communist [The Homeland,
the Party, and the People – fundamental values of our communist ideal] (no.
51/1986).  This  last  one  is  presented below,  as  it  is  relevant  for  the  values
promoted by the regime.

The three values are explained. The homeland is “the geographical space
where we were born and live”. This is defined by the Carpathians, the Danube,
and the Black Sea. Proofs of the Romanian bravery and heroism are present.
These are symbols of social justice and freedom, of independence and national
unity. Century after century, people’s thoughts and love were invested into the
homeland:
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“Thus, the homeland is this ancestral land rich with history; at the same time,
it is the hearth where, today, in the most bountiful of the epochs – Nicolae
Ceauşescu  Epoch  –  we  have  built  and  still  build  a  united,  harmonious,
dynamic economy, capable of valorising all natural riches of our country, our
great resources of creation; it is the hearth where we raise today a new and
proud face  for our country,  showing to  the whole  world the creative  powers
imbedded in this free people, master of its fate, who builds consciously and in a
dignified manner the present and the future”.

The next value explained is the Romanian Communist Party. The Party is part of
the people, working for the working people. The Party has always fought for a
better, just, and free society, being itself a metonymy of the “long history of
heroism, courage and tenacity”.  The Party is  stronger than ever,  having the
historic  mission  to  lead  the  people  to  build  the  socialist  and  communist
civilization. Then the communists are defined as examples for work and life,
the best sons of the people, working to implement the Party’s politics. The
Party  is  portrayed as  very beloved by the people  and trusted by the entire
nation, the political force mobilizing the social system, as shown by comrade
N. Ceauşescu.

Finally, the Romanian people are a big and united family. Ideals and values
that mobilize the people’s energy to build the “entire work of art for edifying
the  multilateral  developed  socialist  society  and  Romania’s  progress  towards
communism”.  The  people  implemented  the  most  daring  programmes  for
economic and social  development in the socialist  homeland.  Self-denial and
commitment  for  the  triumph  of  the  communist  ideal  are  features  of  the
Romanians, who are leading the country, contributing to all decisions through
democratic consultations.

These  are  the  supreme  values  giving  meaning  to  the  effort  of
translating into reality the communist ideal, which the Party proposed to the
people. This text in Cutezătorii magazine encourages all educators to develop in
their students the love for the socialist homeland, for the Party and for the
people.  This  is  a  duty  of  the  educators  and  an  objective  of  the  political
educational activity in Romania.

Ideologization was realised through comics in the series featuring Dim
Dunăreanu.  Inspired  by  the  above-mentioned  values  and  by  the  socialist
realities were the adventures of Dim Dunăreanu, the hero of  Vacanţele  unui
tânăr  liniştit  [A  Peaceful  Young  Man’s  Holidays] (1968-1974).  The  main
character  is  a  physicist  and  decathlon  champion.  He  applies  to  become  a
member  of  the  Cutezătorii  Club  and  to  this  end  he  must  take  up  twelve
missions to prove his worth. He is not a superhero, but he is portrayed as a
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regular man whose qualities and actions could be replicated by the pioneers
whose friend he is. One key value is work that contextualises the fundamental
values of the homeland, the Party, and the people. Comics usually appear on the last
cover of Cutezătorii or the two pages at the middle of the magazine. However,
the comics with Dim Dunăreanu appear on other pages of the magazine, either
as  short  (less  than  one  page)  or  long  episodes.  This  comics  series  will  be
presented in the next part.

7.  Values  and  Places  in  the  comics  Vacanţele  unui  tânăr  liniştit  [A
Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays]
The  ideological  project  behind  the  comics  is  visible  in  the  representations
within the comics series  Vacanţele  unui tânăr liniştit [A Peaceful Young Man’s
Holidays],  which was first published in 1968. Inspired by James Bond films
(Niţă  and  Ciubotariu  2010:  72)  and  communism,  Dim  Dunăreanu  is  the
longest “living” adventure character (1968-1974), the best portrayed and the
most popular character of comics in socialist Romania (Niţă and Ciubotariu
2010: 72):
“[…] young physicist who, in order to be admitted in ‘Cutezătorii’ Club, must
fulfil 12 difficult missions, a series of which nine episodes were published in
Cutezătorii  magazine and two albums […] Thus, seven scenario writers and
two artists who drew the comics collaborated at realising more than 150 pages
of comics where Dim Dunăreanu appeared, either in the Vrancei Mountains,
where a new mineral ore was discovered, cruising on the Indian Ocean, at the
feet  of  the  Retezat  Mountains,  on  the  Black  Sea,  searching  for  Ovidius’s
manuscript of Tomis, in a cave in the Apuseni Mountains, or in a Minitehnicus
camp or exhibition, accompanied by his friend Anca, reporter at a big central
newspaper3 or/and  by  brave  and  inventive  pioneers,  he  exposes  and
circumvents the plans of an entire series of villains: pirates, thieves, spies, and
even a former Hitlerite officer” (my translation, Niţă 1992: 38). ţ

The director of Cutezătorii Club is a doctor (the only thing that we know
about him), who gives orders to Dim Dunăreanu for his missions that could
finally  lead  to  Dim’s  being  accepted  in  this  famous  club.  For  instance,  in
episode 3, Dim is told by the director on the phone: “On an archaeological site
at the foot of the Retezat Mountains, they discovered five golden statues, three
platinum trays and several hundreds of coins with the head of the old King
Burebista.” ... “Make sure that this old treasure reaches Bucharest”.

3 This piece of information, about Anca’s  profession, is  not to be found in these comics,
however.
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All  comics  in  this  series  are  actuality  comics,  depicting  contemporary
events/happenings  and  heroes:  Dim  Dunăreanu  and  the  pioneers.  These
comics include some of the most common representations in the comics of the
period (cf. also Ilovan 2021). In this series of comics, a hero narrative engages
pioneers as both characters and readers. There are staged events selected to be
of interest for the pioneers’ ideological education, as well as for enhancing their
patriotic attachment. These events and activities are concerned with the themes
of national identity, the socialist collective, living in a collective, and patriotic
and  scientific  education.  They  are  connected  to  places  and  people  whose
representations are modelled by the official propaganda discourse. Researching
this  series  of comics portraying the useful  activities  of  a young communist
amateur detective during his holidays, I identified the following themes: (a) the
model  intellectual;  (b)  the  model  communist  pioneer;  (c)  the  Other  as  the
enemy;  (d)  history-induced  patriotic  attachment;  (e)  geography-induced
patriotic attachment; (f) science and contemporary economic achievements; (g)
the  village  and  folk  culture;  (h)  gender  relations  and  gendered  division  of
labour.

(a) The model intellectual
According to the plots of the nine episodes of this series of comics, the identity
of the main character – Dim Dunăreanu (his last name comes from Dunăre –
the Danube) – is constructed step by step. Thus, while he is a brilliant physicist
and decathlon champion, he is also an engineer who knows how to change
chemical formulas,  as well as a physical education teacher, a pilot who can
build himself  a sports plane,  but always remains an amateur detective.  Dim
Dunăreanu is characterised by both intellectual and physical virtues. His father,
Val Dunăreanu, was an utecist4 lieutenant and collaborator or a secret service
of the Romanian Army. He wished to be called “comrade” so that he would be
lucky  in  his  missions  and  sadly  he  died  fighting  the  fascists,  becoming  a
communist hero. Like his father, Dim is always collaborating with the state
authorities (i.e. the militia): “I took care to announce where one should. He will
not escape. Thank you, children! You have worked like true daring people”
(No. 40/1974).

He  reads  Cutezătorii magazine  to  relax.  He  also  reads  philosophy,
mathematics,  and  poetry.  He  likes  to  fish.  He  is  a  protector  of  Anca,  his
girlfriend  and  then  wife.  Popular  among  pioneers,  pictured  giving  them
autographs (Figure 1), Dim Dunăreanu is also a model for teachers. He is loyal

4“Utecist”  means  member  of  the  youth  organisation  of  the  Communist  Party  (Uniunea
Tineretului Comunist – U.T.C.).
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to the Party and helps socializing the children he interacts with in the same
way. The relationship between Dim and the pioneers is a very good one. The
pioneers shake hands with Dim and thank him. Dim is shown praising the
pioneers. He takes up state approved activities showing that his work with the
pioneers is meaningful for their education and useful for the state. Both Dim
and the pioneers are depicted collaborating with the state institutions on militia
matters.

Figure 1. Dim Dunăreanu – building the identity of the intellectual in socialist Romania

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 25/19745

(b) The model communist pioneer
The pioneers are presented either as a group (community) or individuals (but
still  members  of  a  team,  having  expert  roles:  geographer,  historian,  cook,
meteorologist, etc.). The features looked for in pioneers are boldness, spirit of
initiative, energy, devotement. Male pioneers are mostly portrayed, and they are
smart,  courageous,  inventive,  and  good  detectives.  They  help  Dim  in  his
actions and give him valuable information. 
The aim of representing in comics activities that were performed by pioneers
in their “real” lives is a political one. Children are represented as having their
own agency.  They are autonomous, making decisions and having initiatives.
They  are  depicted  enjoying  themselves  while  learning  and working,  playing
various  roles  (as  detectives,  archaeologists,  geologists,  historians,  scientists,
cooks,  etc.),  mirroring  their  expeditions  during  summer  holidays.  These
expeditions were activities  of  ideological  training and for practising tourism

5Translation of the figure: “Dim Dunăreanu. Sports teacher and amateur detective in his free hours. It
may be that  the ‘old’  readers  of the magazine still  remember  him.  Maybe …”, “For  sure he always
remembers  with  pleasure  this  magazine’s  readers.  After  all,  they  were  the  first  ones  to  follow  his
adventures”.
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with  clear  educational  purposes,  echoing  the  Soviet  idea  that  any
extracurricular activity should have educational elements (Dulamă and Ilovan
2017; Georgescu 2019; Meseşan 2018).

The ideas of outperforming themselves, a trope of socialist ideology,
and of responsible consumption are guiding these pioneers. The plot of these
comics develops around a patriotic aim: serving the nation and defending it is a
duty of all pioneers and each of them can and should contribute according to
their characteristic features. Their free time is spent in a pleasant and useful
manner (the same is true for Dim Dunăreanu, an adult) under the guidance of
the Pioneers’ Organisation. And thus, these comics propose representations of
a pedagogy of the free time.

Pioneers are represented as hardworking children interested in science,
some of them are champions or awarded for their educational achievements,
their  ingenuity  and inventiveness is  praised during  Cutezătorii  Expedition  and
Minitehnicus technical-scientific camps, contests,  approved by the Party. They
are good at science (i.e. one pioneer in a Minitehnicus contest discovered a new
principle in Physics; children in the Minitehnicus uniforms are pictured making
experiments  in the science  lab).  They manage to escape difficult  situations.
Some have in their family significant people for the Romanian society (i.e. one
pioneer’s father is an artificer, working in the army). They build all kinds of
apparatuses and contact Dim to help them improve.

(c) The Other as the enemy
The Other  is  represented  by  the enemy or  the  negative  characters.  In  this
series, the negative chracters are:
- historical ones, such as the fascist invaders, the Hitlerite aviation bombing
Bucharest:  „On  the  Bucharest-Ploieşti  road,  at  Băneasa,  at  Otopeni,  hard
battles  were  being  fought.  The  Romanian  troops,  helped  by  the  patriotic
guards, were trying to stop the fascist invaders” (no. 26/1974). The lesson to
be  learned  here  is  that  the  Romanian  Army  and  the  patriotic  guards  are
collaborating  to  fight  and  defeat  the  fascists  and  thus  the  message  is  that
collaboration with each other and with state authorities is paramount in order
to defend the country;
- contemporary: suspect foreign tourists (they are rich, drive expensive cars),
foreigners (or individuals with foreign names), bandits (smoking and drinking
alcohol; fake archaeologists), strangers turning out to be bandits, firms which
know how to reward a service, pirates, and Lady W – their leader, a sculptor,
who goes  abroad (to  the USA) for  an exhibition.  Usually,  those who have
contact  with  people  from  abroad  are  not  to  be  trusted  or  are  negative
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characters. In episode 7, pioneers voice an irony about foreign products when
they find Coca Cola and Kent waste and they comment that those consuming
such products are “people with polished tastes”.

These negative characters do not know much about science. When the
bad characters are the intellectuals, they are the bad intellectuals (i.e. engineers
without ideas or working for foreign interests), and this is in contrast to the
character Dim Dunăreanu, who is the good intellectual. The conclusion is that
other  countries want  to  steal  Romanian scientific advances,  or the negative
characters want to leave Romania with whatever treasures they have stolen (e.g.
chemical formulas, ancient manuscripts, ancient treasures). A usual ending is
that the militia come to take the malefactors caught by Dim and the pioneers.

(d) History-induced patriotic attachment
These comics highlight two major themes that create attachment to place and
to  the  national  community:  natural  beauties  and  national  heritage.  Both
contribute  to  readers’  attachment  to  their  homeland.  For  this  feeling  of
belonging to develop, pioneers learn about and engage with the geography and
history  of  Romania.  Out  of  these,  certain  places  and  events  or  historical
characters/heroes are selected based on communist and socialist ideologies.
Historical and ethnographic pioneers’ expeditions appear as the most popular
along science-driven experiments and actions around which the plot of these
comics develop. Historical heritage which induces patriotic attachment is based
on tales of a heroic past, as idealised or ancient historical events are evoked for
proving  the  authenticity  and  worthiness  of  Romanians’  roots.  The  past  is
usually evoked through tangible proofs, such as artefacts (Figures 2, 3 and 4).
Because of the material proofs, it cannot be contested. For instance, in episode
3, the reader is presented with artefacts belonging to “a settlement from the
period of Burebista, ‘the first king who united the Dacians’”, and his heritage is
discussed. The comics present the authorised opinion of a character who is an
archaeologist: “All statues are made of gold, and the three trays are made of
platinum. They raise for our study an interesting issue concerning the Dacians’
civilisation level and the commercial relations that they had with the ancient
Greeks and with the Persians …” Anca notices that “on all coins is incrusted
the head of a handsome man” and Dim informs her that “it is king Burebista.
During his time, they produced the first silver coins”.
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Figure 2. Rich archaeological discoveries about the Dacians adding a layer to the territorial
identity of the homeland

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 40/19686

Figure  3.  Dim  and  the  pioneers  discover  old  human  remains  and  artefacts  enriching
Romanians’ history

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 13/1969

Figure 4. Bandits discovering a Dacian treasure and pioneers defending it

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 35/19707

6Translation of the figure: “Here we’ve done the first diggings. We discovered two arrow heads
and a burnt clay pot. Then, for two years, the diggings uncovered a settlement from the time
of  Burebista,  the  first  king  who united  the  Dacians”,  “This  is  the  most  recent  and  most
important  discovery of our collective”,  “All  statues are of gold and the three trays are of
platinum.  They  provide  our  research  with  an  interesting  issue  concerning  the  Dacians’
civilisation level, and the commercial relations they had with the ancient Greeks and with the
Persians …”
7Translation of the figure:  “God help me! What of a  dowry Dochia had…”, “We are the
richest people in the world boss!”
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In episode 6, The Lost Manuscript, we find out why heritage is relevant through
the  conference  of  an  academic,  historian  and  archaeologist,  a  Romanian,
member of several Academies of Sciences around the world. In this case, the
manuscript of Ovidiu, known under the title of the “Dacian manuscript”, is
not lost for ever. It is important for it to be found in order to obtain better
knowledge of the language spoken “in our land”.

(e) Geography-induced patriotic attachment 
Place-based patriotic attachment is produced through representations of places
on the map of Romania and depictions of a beautiful and rich nature. We are
provided  with  representations  of  Dim’s  mappings  of  Romania,  performed
during  his  missions  (Figures  5  and  6). Locations  are  varied:  the  Apuseni
Mountains, Constanta, at the foot of the Retezat Mountains, on the Black Sea,
in a Minitehnicus camp, at a Minitehnicus exhibition. This is how the pioneers
and readers learn about Romania and the achievements of the socialist society
through comics, they reshape and reinterpret their geographical and historical
knowledge (i.e.  knowledge about space,  places,  historical  and contemporary
heroes).

Figure 5. The Romanian seaside. In Constanţa, at the new light tower (built in 1958, in
use from 1960) 

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 8/19688

8Translation of  the figure:  “Dim Dunăreanu,  a  young and well-known physicist,  wants  to become a
member of Cutezătorii Club. He receives the first mission for him to be accepted in the club exactly
when he was getting ready to leave for the Vrancea Mountains, to a friend, the daughter of the well-
known geologist Petre Bogdan. Dim gives up leaving, but together with his friend is lured into a trap.
They will leave for the seaside while Professor Bogdan, left alone, is more easily forced to speak under the
threat of a revolver.” “Anca! What do I see? You, here?”
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Figure 6. Travelling by plane to the beautiful Vrancea Mountains, where a new ore is 
discovered

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 10/19689

Nature is not “simple” nature, but one that engages the reader enforcing his or
her  national  feelings  and  the  pride  of  being  Romanian.  For  instance,  the
pioneers  in  episode  7  are  tourists-researchers  on  a  Cutezătorii  expedition.
Expediţiile  Cutezătorii  [Cutezătorii  Expeditions]  is  the  name  of  a  contest
organised  by  The  National  Council  of  the  Pioneers’  Organisation  through
Cutezătorii  magazine  and with  the  support  of  the  Ministry  of  Education.  It
supports an action titled  Căutătorii  de  Comori [Treasure Hunters].  Cutezătorii
Expeditions take place in nature, usually within or nearby a forest. The aim of
these  expeditions  is  declared  in  the  regulations  published  in  Cutezătorii
magazine: “Stimulating pioneers and school children to practise tourism in as
interesting and attractive forms as possible (trips with self-management and
sleeping in tents) and combining this with scientific observation and research
from all perspectives for the visited areas in order to get to know directly the
beauties  and  richness  of  our  homeland,  of  the  past  and  present,  for  the
instructional spending of the summer holidays” (CNOP 1970). Pioneers realise
activities  involving  geographical  observations,  nature  protection  and  the

9 The first part of the abstract is the same as to Figure 5. Then: “Professor Bogdan is attacked by a
stranger. Anca and Dim arrive by plane just in time to save the professor”, “I am sorry, but I cannot land
the plane in these backwoods …”, “Don’t you have a rope ladder?” “Father!”
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solving of tasks concerning the geography and history of various areas (Figure
7):

“Working to write the monograph of their village, the students of a school in
the  Apuseni  Mountains  find  almost  one  hundred  year  old  writings  of  a
primary school teacher, where he argues that, starting from a legend, he had
done some research that made him conclude that ‘Lacrimile Dochiei’ [Dochia’s
Tears], a string of alpine lakes nearby ‘Imparatia lui Zamolxe’ [Zamolxe’s
Kingdom] had been arranged by the Dacians to conceal, for unknown reasons,
the entry to an underground area whose plan they will probably find carved in
stone. Wanting to be acknowledged within ‘Cutezătorii Expeditions’ contest,
ten pioneers from this school – three girls and seven boys – led by their history
teacher, Oana Munteanu, make up the team ‘Decebal’s Archers’ and train
hard to go to that  area in order to uncover the mystery” (episode 7, no.
27/1970).10

Figure 7. Communist pioneers and nature, in the Apuseni Mountains, during a Cutezătorii
Expeditions summer camp

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 30/197011

10 Decebal,  Dacian  king,  whose  reign  was  between  87  BC and  106  AD.  Dochia,  Dacian
princess, Decebal’s daughter or sister. Zamolxe was a Thracian god.
11Translation of the figure: “Morning in the expeditioners’ camp”, “I think there is no need to
repeat once again what each of you must do”, “Don’t worry, comrade commandant. We well
give them such a treasure that they won’t be able to carry it”.
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Collective narratives were created though comics. Comics focus on adventures
that ensure young readers’ edutainment. They report on familiar events from
expeditions and also invested those events and places, as well as pioneers’ lives,
with historical  and ideological significance. Thus, symbolic local geographies
were created. In comics, children are playing the roles they could have had in
real  life  expeditions  or  camps.  They are given a voice in  comics,  however,
modelled into a politically correct discourse which combines “socialist ideology
and pre-war national discourses” (Georgescu 2019: 18).

(f) Scientific and contemporary economic achievements 
The concern in comics with industry and technological progress is obvious as
the pioneers are the future young working class. Scientific and contemporary
economic  achievements  of  socialist  Romania  are  presented  as  relevant  for
enabling  societal  modernization  and  for  understanding  the  world.  These
comics  feature  representations  of  places  and  objects  that  advertise
contemporary  achievements  of  the  socialist  society,  as  well  as  Romanian
ingenuity (Niţă and Ciubotariu 2010: 74); they are of a symbolic nature, their
message is not neutral, engaging the pioneers (as characters and as readers of
comics) at a cognitive and emotional level. For instance, some technological
achievements  based on pioneers’  inventions are presented.  Their  inventions
display  science-fiction  products,  but  the  message  is  both  entertaining  and
educational, underlining pioneers’ exceptionalism (Figure 8).

Figure  8.  Technological  invention  (i.e.  a  flying  car)  in  a  Minitehnicus  camp,  in  the
mountains

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 51/196812

12 Translation of the figure: “Abstract: Engineer Geo Martin discovered a new fuel type. A
group of bandits want to take advantage of this invention. The old engineer is helped by Dim
Dunăreanu and by a Minitehnicus group”.
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A superlative discourse of the modernization of socialist Romania is provided
when  we  see  that  Dim  Dunăreanu,  working  with  and  for  the  Pioneers’
Organisation, seems to enjoy all achievements of a modern lifestyle. He has a
modern convertible car, a Mercedes13 (Figure 9), lives in a new apartment in the
city, builds his own sports plane, travelling within Romania (to the seaside, to
the mountains), and abroad.

Figure 9. Modern urban life: Dim jumps in his splendid convertible”

A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays. Source: Cutezătorii, no. 36/196814

These comics mirror the dominant cultural representations of the urban and
rural Romania. A train and then a sleigh pulled by horses are represented. Two
means  of  transportation,  one  modern  and  one  traditional,  both  defining
Romania: progressive, but still authentic (Figure 10).

13It  should be noted that  Dacia  1100 car  was  produced in  1968 and Dacia  1300 car  was
launched only in 1969 and only after this year it will be represented in comics (cf. Ilovan 2021).
14 Translation of the figure:  “But not in two hours, but in two minutes Dim jumps in his
splendid convertible”.
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Figure 10. Modern and traditional means of transport

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 10/196915

Socialist development is voiced through territorial metamorphosis – “The old
map was no longer appropriate for the new Snagov. Everywhere there were
new villas,  hotels,  camping areas, strands …” (no. 32/1974) – and through
scientific and technological  progress,  as the reader finds out that Romanian
scientists research with computers the pioneers’ discoveries (no. 14/1969).

(g) The village and folk culture
This  series  of  comics  uncover  an  idealized  and  authentic  countryside,  not
touched by modernisation, as some of the episodes reflect a different kind of
interest than that on technological/industrial  achievements and urbanization
(Figure 11).

15 Translation of the figure: “Dim Dunăreanu receives a letter from Nelu, Lia and Costel, three
Minitehnicus children from Vârşa de Jos whom he met in a camp for the ‘Fox Hunt’ contest.
These three children lost the contest because their ‘hunter’, a detector with junction transistors,
led them constantly to the same spot, a deserted well, Dim has a hunch that something peculiar
is  taking  place.  He  receives  the  children’s  invitation  to  spend  his  holiday  in  their  village
meaning to solve the mystery of the detector.” “Welcome Dim!” “There are beautiful places
here”, “And you can ski as much as you want”, “It is true. There is a beat here. I will follow the
new signal”, “The children were right. Here is the deserted well”.
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Figure 11. The modern and the traditional: modern and traditional means of transport and
traditional wooden gate in the village area

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 38/1968 and no. 45/196816

In episode 3, the Land of the Haţeg is mentioned. Life in the countryside is
conveyed as healthy, with fresh food. In the abstract to the comics, we are
informed that: “In the rustic landscape at the foot of the Retezat Mountains ...
the two of them have a feast with green cheese, eggs and cold she-goat milk”
(no. 39/1968) (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Traditional wooden furniture on a veranda and interior in a wooden house from
the rural area

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 38/196817

16Translation of the figure: “Monica!”, “Anca! Welcome to you both”, “Where have you been?
I thought you’ve lost your way … I was just about to leave to look for you”.
17Translation of the figure: “The cheese is green. We were yesterday at the sheepfold and we
saw how they prepared it. And the eggs are also fresh …”, “After a good sleep, the cold she-
goat milk will refresh you. Then, come to the archaeological site to see the golden statues that
we discovered five days ago. Paul will show you the way …” 
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The class  of the peasants appears briefly in this series, as a repository of the
traditional  values of the Romanian nation,  but  not helping development  or
modernisation. One could argue that, in these representations, the peasant class
and the rural area as background landscape are not only reified, but they also
undergo a museification process (Figures 13 and 14). 

Figure 13. Entrance to a wooden house with traditional architecture in the rural area

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 39/196818

Figure 14. Village boys in traditional costumes, one holding a whistle

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 44/196819

18Translation of the figure: “We’ve slept a lot. It’s noon. Monica’s husband has left. How will we
get to the archaeological site?”
19Translation of the figure: “Do you know the man who sculpts statues in stone?”
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(h) Gender relations and gendered division of labour
Anca is Dim’s girlfriend and then wife. She is a famous geologist’s daughter (a
university professor, who discovers a new ore). The reader is told nothing in
the comics about her profession. Anca is defined through Dim and her relation
to him. She is not represented as an autonomous person; she does not have her
own voice.  All  her actions  are accompanying or in support of Dim’s,  who
protects her: “Anca takes refuge in Dim’s protecting arms” (in episode 2). She
drives their car when Dim is tired. She is pictured packing his (or their luggage)
and asking him what to pack. She is also pictured cooking for Dim and the
pioneers (who, during that time, are playing by driving cars) (Figure 15). She is
shown serving Dim, the pioneers, and their guest with food (Figure 16). Anca
is sometimes worried, assists at discussions, and participates. In episode 5, she
is pictured using a gun when she comes to save Dim (Figure 17).

Figure 15. Gendered division of spending time in a Minitehnicus camp

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 48/196820

Figure 16. Traditional gender roles when having guests for a meal

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 48/196821

20Translation of the figure: “After the adventure in the Retezat  Mountains,  Anca and Dim
decided to spend their holiday with their friends in a Minitehnicus camp”, “Dim! Children! The
pancakes are ready!”, “Mr. Dim, only a second!” “I’ve told you: I am on holiday!”
21Translation of the figure: “I don’t understand one thing. How did you manage Geo Martin to
have that hell of a speed with your old Chevrolet?!” “Nothing simpler than that. I will explain it
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Figure 17. Empowering the woman, but still the man is deciding based on higher moral
grounds22

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 34/1969

Anca is  also shown piloting a plane in the mountains and executing a  360
degree-turn. She is praised by Dim who says that he no longer had anything
else to teach her. Anca asks Dim what her mission is, and he asks her to come
by plane, piloting it. He also asks her to keep in touch with the state authorities
in the city of Cluj. Anca takes orders from Dim and reports to him and to the
authorities.  One  image  presents  Anca  smiling,  reporting  progress  to  the
commander, none other than Dim. In the background, we see a car where the
chief of the bandits is taken by two militiamen (Figure 18). The Romanian flag
is composed in the last image by the colours of the people’s clothes and of
their hair.

to  you  immediately”.  It  seems  here  that  the  engineer’s  invention  can  make  even  an  old
Chevrolet perform better.
22Translation of the figure: Anca - “If you don’t release the captive immediately!”, Dim - “NO.
The price is another one. The apparatuses remain intact if we are taken urgently to Professor
Damian. Otherwise …”
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Figure 18. Meaningful relationships among main characters: men, women, pioneers, militia,
and malefactors23

 

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 40/1970

In episode 4, Doina, a girl pioneer, praises Doru for his genius idea of setting
up a camera on a kite and spying on the bandits and thus discovering their plan
to kidnap an engineer (Figure 19). In episode 7, we see girls cooking, near the
fire, and boys bathing, playing archers, and near the tent. In this episode, only
the boys discuss or account for 90% of the dialogue. They accuse one of their
colleagues, a girl,  the chronicler of the team, of the fact that others had an
advance over them in their  adventure.  One boy calls  his  colleague a goose
because she wrote articles bragging about their plans to all publications of the
country. In the same episode, a boy pioneer says that he does not believe that
people they have met to be archaeologists and looks for more information,
while their teacher says she does because she has seen their work IDs. Women
seem to believe what they are shown, while men/boys investigate and find out
the truth.

23Victorious endings always have a moral lesson and are celebrated by pioneers or the larger
community (e.g. the school, the town, the village, etc.), as in the first panel of this figure. Next,
it is the translation of the figure: “The expeditioners enter the village with the bandits tied up.
The crowd applauds them”, “Anca, smiling, reports on her progress: ‘Comrade Commander, I
accomplished my mission. ‘The Brain’ of the bandits was arrested, too”, “Thank you Anca, I
am proud of you”, “Thank you for helping us. We wouldn’t have managed without you and
Dochia’s dowry would have been taken by foreign hands”, “I think you would have managed.
With such archers it would have been impossible for you to fail …” 
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Figure 19. Girl pioneer praising her male peer for his genius and ingenuity

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 49/196824

8. Further decoding A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays
The key messages of these stories rest both on images and the narrative, in the
interaction  of  characters.  In  these  comics,  the  fictive  geographies  partially
overlap the real geographies of the Romanian society. Pioneers are made to
think that the limit is very thin between reality and representations in comics
and thus also the illusion of the reader’s detached viewing of the “reality” of
these comics is, in general, suspended (partially or totally).

Figure 20. The “reality effect” based on real life events

Source: A Peaceful Young Man’s Holidays, Cutezătorii, no. 31/197125

24Translation of the figure: “Doru, your idea to set up a camera on the kite is grand. You are
genial!”, “Don’t forget it too soon. But now I would like to warn Dim!”
25Translation of the figure: “Georgică, your invention was awarded at the Minitehnicus contest!
You received the golden medal and the inventor diploma” “Diploma. Georgică ... ‘G Effect’”
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In the comics, pioneers were provided with familiar ideas from their school
experiences and from their holidays.  Because of these previous experiences,
their  beliefs  and  attitudes  could  be  more  easily  educated  through  visual
imagery. Involving the pioneers as characters in comics, translating into fiction
real situations of their school life, produces the intended “reality effect” and
readers  enact  a  certain  type  of  consumption  and  visuality,  merging  the
proposed  fiction  of  the  comics  and  the  reality  of  their  lives  (Figure  20).
Heroism,  exceptionalism,  and  reality  overlapped,  rendering  heroism  and
exceptionalism as characteristics of the socialist reality. They induced the belief
that these reality comics were authentic, correctly representing children’s life.
As “young people seem to want to picture themselves  in the way that  the
media picture them” (Croghan et al., 2008, p. 349), pioneers may choose from
their representations in the media: they are inventors; they also fight for justice
and catch criminals. 

The analysed comics are morality tales, foregrounding how values are
learned and defended and how pioneers become attached to them, to places
(the settings of their edutainment activities), and attached to the collective they
were part  of.  The combination of the visual  and textual  communication in
comics and their appeal to students’ sensibilities developed through educational
outdoor activities, such as those of Cutezătorii Expeditions. Then the partial
translation  of  socialist  realities  into  comics  enabled  the  transmission  of
ideological key messages in a highly popular manner, concluding with comics
creating communities of readers.

Pioneers are, at the same time outside, the comics (as audience) and
inside  their  discourse  construction.  The  visual  texts  of  comics  have  an
imagined  and  real  readership,  formed  by  pioneers.  Through  the  discursive
construction  created  by  the  Romanian  state  institutions  (political,  cultural,
educational), the pioneers are defined as people with particular features, and
through their desirable actions. The institutional concern about the pioneers
reified this social and political class of socialist Romania, as characters in the
discourse of comics, and tamed and submissive audience. This reification of
pioneers is a result of the disparity in power relations between the institutions
producing the  literary  geographies  of  comics  (The National  Council  of  the
Pioneers’  Organisation,  the  Romanian  Communist  Party,  and  the  ideology-
driven  mass-media)  and  the  pioneers  themselves,  as  readers.  Despite  this,
readers are not passive recipients of messages and of authorial intentions. They
construct meaning within the context of the reception of ideological and non-
ideological messages in comics.
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However, these comics were created for an audience with very clear features.
These characteristics could be also influenced by propaganda through other
media  that  were  rather  intrusive  as  part  of  the  pioneers’  education  (i.e.  in
school  textbooks  or  through  other  mass-media  products  for  children  and
youth). Activities in school, extracurricular activities, television, radio, etc. were
some of the most significant instruments for ensuring that propaganda reached
“the masses”, including the children and the youth. As a result, besides reader’s
subjectivity,  these  contextual  factors  were  paramount  for  anchoring  in  the
socialist and communist society the reader’s construction of meaning during
the reading process.

Political ideology is represented through places and characters. These
comics  produce  imaginations  of  space,  events  and  subjects  faithful  to  the
regime. They have a pedagogical message and the necessary force to make it
efficient due to the large-scale distribution of the magazine and to the utility of
comics as an art form part of mass culture (Adorno and Horkheimer 2020).

What  is  more  precious:  life  or  heritage?  Heritage  or  contemporary
valuable assets appear in the form of a new type of ore, their knowledge (how
to build a teleporter),  an ancient Dacian treasure within ancient galleries, an
invention – a fuel – ten times cheaper than gasoline and working for any type
of  engine,  Ursus  spaeleus and  very  old  human  remains,  a  lost  manuscript
belonging  to  Ovidius  –  titled  the  „Dacian  manuscript”,  etc.  Contrasting
answers  to  this  question  are  given  to  the  reader,  depending  on  the
situation/plot of the comic. 

Comics  incorporate  the  propaganda’s  reconstruction  of  past  and
present.  The  ambivalence  of  ideology  (Meseşan  2018)  is  reflected  in
representations in comics. These show the modernizing effects of the socialist
project as well as a look back into the heroic or ancient past, which legitimizes
the contemporary communist power. Thus, a clash between modernization and
traditionalism (Meseşan 2018) is represented also in these comics.

Episode 9 of these comics is a transparent reflection of the impact of
propaganda  on  comics.  The  theft  of  the  German army and  its  destructive
impact  are  a  common  trope  in  historical  comics  published  by  Cutezătorii
magazine at  which participated Val  Dunăreanu,  Dim’s  father.  The dramatic
representation  of  heroic  deeds  at  which  pioneers  take  part,  and  of  heroic
events from the past through only one story – of Val Dunăreanu – shows that
the  recent  history  of  Romania  is  that  of  the  Romanian  Communist  Party.
Comics use events from the past and from the present  to instil  a sense of
continuity between different periods and to legitimise the present. The regime
of  Nicolae  Ceauşescu  worked  to  impose  a  correct  interpretation  of  national
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history (Mârza 2015: 1047; Preda 2014). Comics were only a part of the means
of taking control over the children’s values and attitudes. Children’s political
identity is constructed through that of Dim and he is defined by his past and
his father’s actions which add to Dim’s, to the glorious communist present.
Mythification is a strategy of manipulation used by the powerful ones (Pătraşcu
2013: 690):  Dim is the direct descendant of a communist  hero of the past,
created by the comics. Dim is a contemporary hero, with the right origin.
Comics,  through  their  description  of  the  relationship  between  pioneers,
teachers, militiamen, the Party, etc., mediated the social relations among these
categories by means of their  message,  transmitted through images and text.
Pioneers contribute themselves to building a just society, guided by the Party.
In fact,  Dim Dunăreanu is  implementing  the Party’s  will,  solving the tasks
given to him by the Cutezătorii Club, an organization of the communist youth.
Dim Dunăreanu is a model approved by the communist Party. The main idea
behind the propaganda was the building of the New Man and Dim Dunăreanu
portrays his features. He is representing the achievements of the regime at the
individual level: he is educated, his achievements in science and technology are
echoing those of the society. He is the image of the Communist intellectual,
devoted to educating the young in the same spirit, therefore his involvement in
many  activities  with  pioneers:  Cutezătorii  Expeditions,  Minitehnicus  camp,
Minitehnicus  contest,  defending  Romania’s  heritage  (historical,  literary,
geographical,  geological)  against  the  internal  and  external  enemies.  The
homeland needs protection in various situations and this intellectual and the
assisting pioneers are its saviours, assisting state authorities. In addition, these
comics  show  how  the  socialising  of  pioneers  and  even  their  professional
options  are  influenced  by  activities  organised  within  the  framework  of  the
Pioneers’ Organisation.

Reading  about  the same heroes  and their  actions,  visiting  the same
places using their imaginations, the pioneers understand past and present in a
certain way, they are taught a specific visuality (cf. Rose 2014), that delivered by
communist propaganda. This partly defines their identities, their aspirations, set
of values, it gives them a sense of solidarity and belonging to the community of
proud pioneers and to the larger national imagined socialist community.

9. Conclusions
Comics, stories in images and text, are a documentary source that uncovers the
functioning of the ideological discourse. The researched series presents mostly
realist  drawings  accompanied  by  text  on  socialist  realities,  propagandistic
stories,  with information for  and about  pioneers’  lives.  Their  interpretation
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uncovered  the  patriotic  and  communist  character  of  these  comics.  These
comics  reflect  ideas  of  the  national-communist  historical  discourse,  with  a
national and patriotic explanation of actions and events.
A particular way of seeing was brought to the produced images from two sites:
that of production and of the audience, as both were under the direct influence
of propaganda. Although it might be that readers constructed their own spatial
meaning while reading the comics, this study does not have this process in its
research focus. In this study, I do not discuss if  the readers of the comics,
during the socialist period, were involved as critical viewers or critical thinkers
when engaging with the proposed discourse. In fact, I limit myself to analysing
the  discourse  of  a  comics  series  in  Cutezătorii,  a  propaganda  magazine  for
communist pioneers.

Pioneers  buy  the  magazine  with  comics  (subscriptions  were  made
through  schools)  and  read  it  individually,  but  still  together.  They  form an
imagined community. A community of all those reading the respective comics
throughout Romania. Images are used as pedagogic devices to teach about the
heritage of Romania,  about its  development  and about the New Man.  The
cultural producer of these comics was the Romanian Communist Party and,
the reader, having this in mind, was influenced also in the process of meaning-
making, while reading the “text”.

Therefore,  these  comics  can  be  considered  educational  and  cultural
products of socialist Romania, reflecting state ideology concerning children’s
education, and where both history and geography of Romania had a significant
role  in  creating  the  system  values  of  the  pioneers  as  well  as  their
representations about the territorial identities of this country. Comics give an
insight into the correct reading of the Romanian socialist reality, about the way it
was  governed  and  based  on  certain  values  and  attitudes:  (a)  the  model
intellectual; (b) the model Communist pioneer; (c) features of the Other and
correct attitudes to those included in this category; (d) history induced patriotic
attachment;  (e)  geography  induced  patriotic  attachment;  (f)  science  and
contemporary  economic  achievements;  (g)  folk  culture;  (h)  gender  relations
and gendered division of labour.

My  article  contributes  to  studies  on  representations  through  visual
imagery,  to  studies  on  the  geographies  of  comics  and  on  how  comics
contributed to popular culture in socialism, as well as to the educational role of
comics  for  children  in  a  totalitarian  communist  regime  and  space.  As  a
researcher, I consider that an understanding of the power relations embedded
in this visual imagery could afford Romanians a forward-looking and critical
reconsidering of their multi-layered past and its representations that still impact
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lives and society in multiple ways. This research also informs future studies on
the histories of childhood under communism. 
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